


Ludwig van Beethoven:
33 Variations on a Waltz by Anton Diabelli, Op. 120

1 Theme 1:07
2 Variation 1 1:37
3 Variation 2 1:00
4 Variation 3 1:33
5 Variation 4 1:05
6 Variation 5 1:00
7 Variation 6 1:46
8 Variation 7 1:11
9 Variation 8 1:16

10 Variation 9 2:06
11 Variation 10 0:40
12 Variation 11 1:07
13 Variation 12 1:00
14 Variation 13 1:20
15 Variation 14 6:19
16 Variation 15 0:36
17 Variation 16 1:06

18 Variation 17 1:08
19 Variation 18 1:53
20 Variation 19 1:01
21 Variation 20 2:40
22 Variation 21 1:33
23 Variation 22 0:47
24 Variation 23 0:56
25 Variation 24 3:42
26 Variation 25 0:49
27 Variation 26 1:13
28 Variation 27 1:08
29 Variation 28 1:09
30 Variation 29 1:41
31 Variation 30 2:27
32 Variation 31 5:09
33 Variation 32 3:44
34 Variation 33 4:09

total playing time: 61:14
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Beethoven’s Diabelli Variations

In 1819, partly out of patriotic fervor and partly to furnish his new publishing company
with interesting saleable material, Anton Diabelli, the Austrian composer and music
publisher, commissioned a large number of Austrian composers to write a single variation
on a theme written by himself. The result would be published in an album. In the event, 50
composers contributed their bit, including Schubert, Czerny and the 11-year-old Liszt.
Beethoven was also asked, but he had his own ideas. Instead of one variation he wrote 33,
and in 1823 Diabelli published them as a separate work.

Nowadays we tend to assume that Beethoven’s contemporaries found his late style
incomprehensible, that it was in some sense beyond its time. But Diabelli fully understood
the greatness of the extraordinary work he had inadvertently conjured up. He advertised it
as a ‘great and important masterpiece’, praised its ‘original structures and ideas’ and,
disarmingly, pointed out that the theme – his theme – was scarcely such as would have
suggested the wealth that Beethoven discovered within it.

Diabelli was being too modest. His theme – a 32-bar waltz in C major – may be simple,
but, as Donald Francis Tovey remarked, it is ‘rich in solid musical facts’– a strong
harmonic structure, robust rhythmic motifs and a melodic line that opens up possibilities
rather than foreclosing them through fussy surface detail. The musical riches that
Beethoven drew out of Diabelli’s simple waltz are the more breathtaking for staying as
close to it as they do. No fewer than 27 of the 33 variations are in C major, while four are
in C minor, one in A minor and the great fugue (variation 32) in E flat. In other words, the
harmonic diversity of the work is discovered within the limits of familiar tonalities.
Similarly, all but 11 of the variations are in triple time, and almost all of them keep close to
the theme’s underlying architecture. The variety of the Diabelli Variations derives, therefore,
not from a mannered distortion of the theme, but from a pure imaginative virtuosity
whereby the one is found in the many and the many in the one – an effect which since the
dawn of Western aesthetics has been regarded as the highest achievement of art.

An exhaustive study of this subtle masterpiece would fill a book, but for all its inventive
complexity it is not an inaccessible work. A listener unfamiliar with it will soon come to
recognize how it all hangs together. It is easiest to hear the relationship of variation to
theme where Beethoven retains Diabelli’s melody in full: in Variation 1, for example, which



transforms the bumptious waltz into a grand opening march, in Variation 2 with its delicate
syncopated version of the theme, or in the excitable twin variations, 16 and 17, which give
the melody first in the treble over an exuberant semi-quaver bass (16) and then in the bass
with the semi-quaver frenzy on top (17). Some variations take one particular feature of the
theme and develop that: Variation 9, for example, is entirely founded upon the theme’s
upbeat, which Variation 11 mutates into a triplet figure, and Variation 12 into a sinuous
quaver turn. Variations 3 and 4, on the other hand, develop the motif which dominates the
second half of the theme’s first 16 bars, while Variation 5 takes the characteristic opening
fourth and fifth intervals of the theme and develops an extended fanfare out of them.

The structural links and evolutions in the piece are innumerable, but this formal complexity
is not dry. On the contrary, it is devoted to elaborating an enormous range of texture and
mood. At one extreme, there are the bright, fast variations (6, 7, 10, 16, 17, 19, 23, 25, 27),
virtuoso keyboard studies that keep bursting into the piece with their joyous, ecstatic
energy. Contrasted with these are the slower, lyrical variations such as 3 and 8. An immense
stillness sits at the center of Variation 14, and Variation 20 achieves a gravity which
prompted Tovey to call it ‘one of the most awe-inspiring passages in music.’ Only two
variations further on and we find Beethoven being skittish, transforming the opening bass
figure of Diabelli’s theme into a pastiche of ‘Notte e giorno faticar’, the opening aria of
Mozart’s Don Giovanni. The placing of this variation is brilliant. It has the effect of clearing
the air of seriousness, of leavening the accumulated weight of all that has preceded it while
also serving as a light-hearted overture to the seriousness that is to come.

From now on, the variations seem to flow inexorably towards their destined conclusion,
and from Variation 29 to the end the formal divisions between variations dissolve. A triad
of slow movements in C minor (the last of them, Variation 31, a great expressive largo
whose lyrical passage work simultaneously looks backwards to Bach and forwards to
Chopin) leads to a triumphant fugue in E flat major. This builds to a tremendous climax, a
chord of the dominant minor ninth spread over the whole keyboard. There follow six bars
of an indescribable strangeness, as though we have passed beyond some boundary into an
unknown place, a sort of limbo between the world of material strife that lies behind us and
the world of peace and tranquility in which the last variation dwells and where this great
work finally comes to rest.

Nicholas Spice



The Pianist

Diana Boyle was born in London and educated at St Paul's Girls School.
She won a Foundation Scholarship to the Royal College of Music at the age
of 15, and continued her studies under Enrique Barenboim in Tel Aviv. In
1973 she was awarded a Fulbright Scholarship to study with Artur Balsam in
New York. Balsam's profound musical insight into the classical and chamber
music repertoire, together with his friendship and encouragement until his
death in 1994, proved to be the pivotal influence on Diana's musical life.

After making her London recital debut in 1979, Diana gave concerts in the
USA, Canada, Spain, Portugal and England. She also taught piano and
chamber music in London and at summer chamber music courses in the
USA.

In 1987, she was invited to make a series of recordings for National Public
Radio in Boston. This included the Bach Partitas, late Schubert Sonatas and
Beethoven's Diabelli Variations. The Beethoven recording was originally
released on CD by Centaur Records USA in 1989 and is now on Divine Art
as a digital only release.

In 1990 Diana returned to the Bach Partitas, recording this time at Forde
Abbey, England. This programme of late Brahms piano works followed and
in 1997-8 Diana recorded Book 2 of Bach’s Well Tempered Clavier (released by
Métier, in 2000). Bach’s Goldberg Variations were recorded in 2003 though not
released until 2017, and in 2007 Diana recorded the Art of Fugue (issued by



Divine Art in 2011). This was followed by a double album of Mozart Piano
Sonatas (Divine Art, 2016).

Diana has a fascination for the recording process: The years of preparation,
followed by intense recording sessions and many months of score marking
and making all editorial decisions. She has been able to think about music
with deep concentration and in privacy for twenty five years.

Enormous thanks must go to Brad Michel, her sound engineer for all the
recordings. Brad has been the most loyal and patient of colleagues,
contributing hugely with his exceptional technical skills and acute ear for the
tiniest differentials during recording and editing.

In 2001 Diana moved from London to a quiet hilltop in the south of
Portugal, where the quality of light, astonishing sunsets and silence have
enabled her to think about music in peace and solitude.

She is currently working on another Bach project.
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Mozart: Piano Sonatas
divine art dda 21227 (2CD)
available as CD and digital

“Diana Boyle breathes fresh life into these sonatas…
always supremely musical… this pianist’s phrasing, use of
dynamics and varied tempi revealing so any lovely facets.”
– Bruce Reader (The Classical Reviewer)

J.S. Bach: The Art of Fugue
divine art dda 25097 (2CD priced as 1)
available as CD and digital

“A supreme masterpiece and here is given a brilliant
and individual interpretation, in which Diana brings out
classical-style emphasis and phrasing.”
– Jagan Nath Khalsa

J.S. Bach: The Well-Tempered Clavier, Book II
métier msvcd 2002 (2CD)
available as CD and digital

“As a Bach player Diana Boyle is at once fastidious and a
free spirit. Everything is newly invented, and crackling
with intellectual energy.” - Paul Driver (The Sunday Times)
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(release date 13 January 2017)

J.S. Bach: The Goldberg Variations
divine art zda 50503
digital only
(release date 13 January 2017)

J.S. Bach: The Six Keyboard Partitas
divine art zda 50601 (double album)
digital only
(release date 13 January 2017)
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